Adelaide Community Liaison Committee
Meeting #4
October 1, 2015

6:30-8:30 pm
Adelaide-Metcalfe
Banquet Facility
2340 Egremont Drive
Strathroy, ON

Agenda

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome: agenda and goals
Safety moment
Introductions
Follow-up from Meeting #3
Project Update
Remediation
Sound testing
Post-Construction wildlife monitoring
Community Q&A
Future communications
Contacting Suncor
Project information/updates to the community
Recognition

SAFETY MOMENT- HUNTING SAFETY

How to Prepare
• Make sure your Firearm is working properly.
• If you are traveling by ATV or other utility vehicle, make sure you are aware with ATV safety tips.
• Make sure you have all the required licenses.
• Let a family or friend know where you are going exactly and when you will be returning.
• Pack an emergency safety kit.
• Dress in layers. This ensures if you get too warm you can remove layers.
• Wear appropriate hunting gear.
• Check the weather.
• Be aware of all Federal/ Provincial/ Local Regulations (Bylaws and City limits).
• Pack Food and any other items you feel necessary.
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SAFETY MOMENT- HUNTING SAFETY
Hunting on Private property and Near Infrastructure
• Always get landowner permission in writing and keep a copy with you at all times. This protects you
and the Landowner in the event of an incident.
• Carry extra insurance like Personal Public Liability Insurance to protect you in the event of an
incident. (If you are a OFAH member you receive this as a benefit covering up 3 million dollars).
http://www.ofah.org/membership/highlights/
• Hunting near construction sites in not permitted.
• Leased or optioned Land is considered private property and permission will be required from the
Lease or option holder.
Hunting near Wind Turbines
• Turbine access roads and sites are private property and can only be travelled on by Landowners
and authorized personnel.
• Hunting in Landowners property with permission is still permitted.
• Shooting at or near Wind Turbine will be reported to the Police and MNR.
• If workers feel they safety is at risk Hunters on property may be asked to leave until work is
complete.
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INTRODUCTIONS
CLC Members
• Henry Aukema
• Eric Denison
• Frank Devet
• Rolanda Elijah (for Fallon Burch)
• Donna Hornblower
• Dean Jacobs
• Jocelyn Kelln
• Brian Lima
• Linda Moore
• Don Schieck
• Kurtis Smith
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Suncor
• Jason Weir- Operations Supervisor
• Chris Scott- Project development
• Jocelyn Kelln- Stakeholder and Aboriginal
Relations

FOLLOW-UP FROM CLC MEETING #3
Provide a comparison of decibel levels to everyday examples
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FOLLOW-UP FROM CLC MEETING #3

Request to continue sound testing for one full year past commercial
operating date.
Request to meet an additional time once all sound testing has been
completed.
• Has been added to agenda
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ADELAIDE UPDATE
Completed and ongoing work
• 500hr and annual substation maintenance
in now complete
• Annual maintenance is ongoing and we
are targeting a completion date at the end
of October
– This means that typically one turbine
per day will be shut down for
technicians to complete work
• Remediation work is very close to being
completed, with minor work remaining
• Work on municipal roadways is ongoing
and we will continue to work with the
Township to repair any damage sustained
as a result of our activities
• Health and safety update
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Upcoming Work
• Beginning in October, we will be changing
the main bearings on two turbines
• This will require a large standing crane,
similar to the ones you saw during initial
construction
• Work is expected to be completed in
November

MONITORING AND MITIGATION
Acoustics: Compliance at Homes
• Noise measurements began on April 7th 2015 at three non participating residences
within the project area.
• Measurements at one residence are completed and the facility was determined to be
in compliance with Ministry of Environment limits
• Measurements are ongoing at the other two residences in accordance with the REA
• The winds during the summer months have typically been low, which have prolonged
the measurement campaign
– We expect to collect the remaining data in October.
• The noise data collected so far at these two residences indicate that the facility is
expected to be in compliance with the MOECC limits.
• A final assessment of compliance will be provided upon completion of the first
measurement campaign
• Once these measurements have been completed, a second measurement campaign
will begin
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MONITORING AND MITIGATION
Acoustics: Compliance of Equipment
Substation Transformer:
• Testing of the main transformer was completed in January 2015 in accordance with
REA
• The main transformer was found to be 89 dBA and no tonality was observed. This is
well below the 101 dBA limit specified in the REA.
Wind Turbines:
• Field testing of two wind turbines at the project was conducted
• The data was analyzed in accordance with IEC 61400-11 ed 2.1 in accordance with
REA
• The data collection to date has not provided enough data points at high wind speeds.
Additional field testing is required
• Additional testing dates will occur in October to obtain missing data points to complete
testing.
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MONITORING AND MITIGATION
Birds and Bats
• Monitoring is required for three years following the start of operations
• Monitoring at 10 turbine sites out of 18 began in April of 2015 and will conclude in
November of 2017, dependent on the outcomes
• Trained biologists conduct regular sweeps of the area underneath the turbines
• Any birds or bats that are found are removed, catalogued, and in some cases an
autopsy is performed to determine cause of death
• Reporting is completed once annually unless a species at risk is found, at which point
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry is notified within a 24 to 48 hour period
• The Adelaide project has experienced both bird and bat deaths. However, the
monitoring period is not yet over; therefore the totals for the project have not been
calculated. Correction factors are applied in order to calculate estimated overall
mortality rates across the project. At the end of the monitoring period we will submit a
report to the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry.
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COMPLAINTS AND QUESTIONS

Contact
Suncor

• Call: 1-866-344-0178
• Email: adelaide@suncor.com

Immediate
actions

• Investigation launched by
site operator

Investigation

• You will be contacted by a project
representative
• A one-on-one meeting may be
required

Resolution

• Discuss the
outcomes of the
investigation and
available
solutions

Where to get information

Website
www.suncor.com/
adelaidewind
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Telephone
1-866-344-0178

Email
adelaide@suncor.com

What’s Next?

FUTURE PROJECT UPDATES

How would you like to stay in touch?
Let us know at
adelaide@suncor.com or by calling
1-866-344-0178
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FUTURE COMMUNICATIONS
KEEP UP TO DATE
• Suncor Connections
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THANK YOU!
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